Slowly, we are moving into the next Satya Yuga or the Golden Age or the Age of Satan, or the Age of Aquarius. This is happening very slowly. This is Satan's New Aeon.

The above is unstoppable and will definitely happen. This is not up to the Jews to stop. As with everything else, they can and will try their utmost to delay humanity from getting there. What's worse, they have arrayed plans to try to make this the worst transition between ages the world has ever seen.

Whether they like it or not, it is going to happen. Nobody can stop this from happening, yet, what can happen is that there can be massive casualties and many left behind. Others will not make it at all into this Age because of the jews leading this.

The above involves changes physically, but also spiritually. Quite a few people will be left behind on a spiritual level. The end of the Kali Yuga or the "Dark Age", is going to consume many beings where they will be stuck on the previous level of development. This will also have physical manifestations, not only imagined. See pods and whatever other insanities the enemy promotes.

Now, for the enemy to restrain humanity, they have created this so-called virus, which was later "decided" to be called "Corona" virus. In Ancient Greek, Corona means Crown literally, and is related to the Crown Chakra. The Crown Chakra, is related and rules over feelings of security, accomplishing one's higher purpose etc.

The above correlation is so that humanity will try to relate the negative restrictions, pain and misery caused by this virus, and associate this with the Crown, subconsciously with the Crown Chakra. This is a subtle attempt to make people hate spirituality and life, making association with restrictions and evil.

The same game of wrong associations was done towards Satan. Satan's Name [which I will explain in another post what it means in increments, in reality], was also viciously slandered. Saturn and other notions went through the same attacks.

The reason the ghouls wanted to slander Satan as the most major evil in existence and associate him with the source of all evil, was to disconnect
humanity from all that is positive and good in this world, but above all, Satya or Truth or Spiritual Understanding. Now, they want to disconnect human beings from their crown chakra.

As I have said before in the posts, vaccinated or not vaccinated, the situation of all the abuse, rights removal, division of society, and above all, fear and uncertainty, remains the same for all. The real challenges that cause this are not really natural or other forms of disasters, and most of this has to do with choices of the enemy to cause this.

There are emotions that disconnect someone from their higher purpose, and one of them is the emotion of incessant paralyzing fear. When people are kept fearful, uncertain of employment or life, terrorized that they might contact a virus or over the vaccine, all day long, unceasingly, this creates over-activation of the base chakra since the people need to respond to perceived dangers.

The same situation now is being replayed with the choice of words for the "Coronavirus". The real "Virus" is the one affecting the Crown Chakra of human beings. If you look back into these last 2 years, fear, uncertainty and other emotions like stress have been running rampant. Insecurity, also related to the base chakra, has also been running rampant.

You might also have noticed how many destructive natural phenomena, are named after Gods or other similar names. This is to again relate fear and terror with the names of the Gods. Humans run away from what they fear.

The opposite of this, is how beautiful things were named after the Gods, to keep people on a positive mindset that would later result to accept their existence and then spiritually advance.

From this fear, there will arise a generation of humans that does not advance. Fear is also an emotion that causes numerous issues to people, especially when fear is not overcome.

One cannot be governed by fear to these extents many people are today, and expect to advance very far. Wise people that meditate have navigated better emotionally during this crazy worldwide situation.

As the situation implies, financial strife, a difficult winter and other similar events are being advertised. More fear is also promoted for climate change, and so on.

In general, the enemy reveals their true face. They are nothing but a fear-based cult. They abuse humanity and scare it based on its ignorance. The threats can
be real or imagined, but fear is the ONLY ingredient in how they rule. Nobody loves the jews anymore, and everyone worldwide knows where they are going, therefore the card of fear is the last card they can pull up their sleeve, but also the most potent one.

I don't expect the large masses to understand the above at this point or anything of what we say here. For this reason, we have separated ourselves to them.

You will see many people now that they have caved in to "Fear". They can't go to a cafeteria because of a deadly virus, whatever, or other people are shaking in their boots that if they vaccinate, they will die in the apocalypse. Others are getting fearful of others who might "spread the Co-Vid on them" and quite a few people exist overwhelmingly in a state of confusion and fear.

This fear spiral, is now empowering the enemy to restrain national freedoms and everything else. Even more people, cannot make much out of this restrain, lockdowns, or the insanity going on. Instead of looking inward, doing inner research and meditating, they squander this time and this opportunity to advance, let alone to prepare for a passing into a higher personal level.

Astrologically, none of this freedom robbing attempts will be ending before 2023. For this winter, restrictions and increased measures for response to "Co-Vid" are going to be attempted by quite a few Nations worldwide. The planets are favorable for freedom grabbing and the enemy is using them to the maximum. There will be harassment until 2023 in a very direct way with all of this this.

After 2024, the situation will turn even harder. Then there will be change, but after a lot of cost and pain.

Many people also falsely think that the next coming Age is some sort of bad thing. In fact, many of the things that we now consider negative, will be positive in that Age of Satan. People might laugh at you for meditating now, but they will honor the people that meditate then. The structure of this civilization that will come will be in reverse.

The only painful thing will be the transition and that's because the jews are handling the earth, and they are flaring up like a virus flares up before the immune system kicks in. Jews and how they are in their alien nature, are going to be incompatible with the coming age.

Now, the lowest level of vanity is rewarded and being a pointless egotist, but then the "egos" that will be rewarded will be the people that have purpose and substance to them. Of course, we are not in this age yet, so don't change how
you behave towards this world for survival. We have to survive and mind all our business here.

The reason why the enemy is on a frenzy, is that if we pass through in this era, many Gods will be made on the next Satya Yuga or Satanic Era. Clearly, not everyone will become a God in this era either. Because things will be better then, but this still does not guarantee people will engage in the practice. Also, people can become Gods in any era, however, certain opposition from the external world will exist.

In the Satya Yuga, there will be no way for someone to claim they wanted to do this and didn't "Know", or "Could not". The ability to rise to very spiritual levels will be accelerated tremendously. The enemy watches this opening window with maximum dread.

As such, disconnecting people from their Crown and making them close down to the positive energies that are flowing into the world, they hope that this will lock people down on a very negative consciousness state so that they don't receive and attune to the higher energies. The fame of the Gods will also rise powerfully during this time and this power will accumulate.

We have been playing a major role in this transition. Those who do the meditations and warfare, having higher understanding, will have seen things about that. Currently we are seeing not many reverberations of the above era, but the enemy's reaction to this coming era, and a height and last height of the situation of enemy's action in Age of Pisces.

Wise men have prevented the loss of all knowledge in this tsunami of destruction of the previous era. And they will guarantee again that our knowledge is spread far and wide for those who don't exist solely for this failed era, but want to move onto the next one. The Souls of Satan who practice will have wonderful opportunities in this era.

However, until we get there, there will be suffering, thinning of life, and quite many other challenges. These could not be stopped at the emergence of this era [enemy rode the wave], but also, its change cannot be stopped by them now.

We will blunt the blow as much as people have done in the previous era, and this will include work in all levels. But the fact that this is coming is a given.

In fact, many people are foolishly bringing this disaster on themselves, since this time around, this did not happen with weapons, christian mobs that destroyed temples because of "Jesus", or violence, but it will come through enslaving the
human soul in other more corrupted ways. Violence will also likely occur, and much of it, but it won't be the first and centered theme here.

As the start of the previous era had a lot of effects in its beginning from the previous era of Wisdom and Truth, so will this one be affected by the lies, fear and plague of the enemy in its beginning. But the end result will be the opposite and be towards the good when it's all properly transitioned.

Is the above of concern to spiritual people who have their aim to advance? Yes. To blunt the blow and to work on ourselves. And everyone should be happy because they are being prepared for this. With your inner power discovered, none of the above is going to scare you.

We should be thankful to be with Satan through all this and for the opportunity to spiritually advance and prove our collective through this. Things are expected from us in accordance to our abilities and powers now, so we play our part in the face of these great events.
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